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CRUSH the FOREX Market with a simple Money Management system that reduces risk while

maximizing profits! See LIVE trade results at: www.RouletteTrader.com/Kindle Look at the equity

curves on my book cover...The top equity curve has my system applied to the SAME trade signals

used in the bottom equity curve. Same trades, VERY different results! And it can even turn many

losing scenarios into profitable ones, which I'll show you in the book where I run the system on

OPPOSITE trade signals and both come out profitable, yet it is NOT Martingale.I developed this

system over 12 years following a horrible trip to Las Vegas where I lost $2000 in one night playing

Roulette with the Martingale system, which I thought was unbeatable. I spent the following 12 years

reverse engineering everything that went wrong that dreadful night and developed what I discovered

into a simple and powerful Money Management system that makes it easy for anyone to CRUSH

financial markets like a professional gambler!This is NOT the Martingale system or any type of

negative progression system that risks a lot to make a little. On the contrary, this system magnifies

profits while simultaneously reducing draw-downs in most scenarios. This is clearly illustrated on the

book cover. The profit in the top equity curve is 4 times larger than the one below it while the max

draw-down only about 1/3rd the size. This is a massive increase in profitability all from the same

trade signals!After developing this system, I returned to Las Vegas and gave it a real-world test and

turned $20 into $500 in about 1 hour at the roulette table, and that was down from a high of $750.

The $500 profit that I walked away with was locked in from the automatic profit-locking mechanism,

like a gear that spins freely in one direction but quickly locks in the opposite direction. While this

system is NOT for beating the game of roulette, I tested it on roulette for many years with great

results but it works best in financial markets, where your statistics can be ENORMOUSLY better

than any casino game.In January 2015, I had this system programmed into an MT4 Trading Robot

so I could automate the entire system. My first live trading was on a simple trend-following trading

strategy. After a few weeks of little activity, the forex market sprang to life and so did my system! My

account doubled in about 48 hours! It was the first time in 15 years of forex trading that I had ever

doubled my account and that's when I knew I had developed something very special and powerful.

And I'm happy to say that my trading robots continue to pump out healthy, steady profits to this day.

For more details and performance of my trading robots, register FREE at:

www.RouletteTrader.com/KindlePlease understand that my trading robots are NOT required to use

this system! This system can be applied manually to most trading systems in ANY market and even

on casino games like Roulette and Baccarat etc. No calculator is needed because it's so easy to

follow. Although I suggest sticking with financial markets where you can really profit big!This ebook



is 70+ pages filled with illustrations and it starts with the story of my dreadful trip to Las Vegas that

inspired this system 17 years ago. You can watch some video demonstrations on my website

RouletteTrader.com and register on my site for free trading tutorials, recommended brokers, a free

Renko bar script, a free bonus ebook about market patterns, and a spreadsheet to back-test your

own signals with my money management system. I do not teach signal strategies in this ebook or

any basics of forex. It's not about that but I'll be releasing a book about that soon too. So come join

me and I'll open a whole new dimension of trading and opportunities for BIG profits that you've

never seen before!
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Being a trader for a few years and having read a few famous books about trading already, I gotta

say that this one is among my favorites. It just has a different view on the money management

strategy. After reading the book I decided to buy the robots set and now am looking forward to

running through some simulations, to see how they work out. Giving 4 stars (only) because you

need to leave a review before getting the bonus robot, fact which is not mentioned upfront.update

23-08-2017: The robots are running live since 3 weeks. They already bought their sale price back.



Let's see how they perform in the future.

Thanks for writing this, I'm sort of a novice at Forex and needed a new strategy..this is working for

me and I was able to slowly follow along with the illustrations. Practice makes perfect and I am

learning so much from your book...future purchase will follow shortly..

Easy to read and understand. Supplies a great deal of detail and examples. Well worth the price of

the kindle edition. If it increases my winnings it may prove to be priceless

In addition to using this risk management strategy in the automated trading system Don advertises

in this book, I also apply it to my manual trading plan. I don't want to reveal too much about its

contents, but once you get down to it, this method makes a ton of sense when used in any financial

market. I especially recommend it over using the 1-2% rule when trading on a small account to grow

it more quickly.

I am new to Forex and found this book very intriguing. I have used your money management

system before but never considered it for trading I still have much to learn but will be back at your

website soon to try one of your system in a demo

A great Book! It describes very interesting position sizing methods for trading and gambling.The

author explains the concepts clearly and with examples. He also provides a spreadsheet so you can

track your trades and do your own simulations.I will definitely start applying these concepts to my

trading and experimenting with the different variables.

I recently bought Don's ebook and robots. I'm still working my way through everything. I really like

what I see! You can tell that he put a lot of work into setting everything up? He's always quick to

answer email questions. I'm in test mode for the next few weeks. If everything looks good, I'll go live

with several robots in a month or two. [3 thumbs up!]

Clever system. Simple to follow and seems to work. Looking forward to see my account using this

system in Forex Trading.
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Losses! Forex: Using Fundamental Analysis & Fundamental Trading Techniques to maximize your

Gains. (Forex, Forex Trading, Forex Strategy, Forex Trading Strategies, ... Forex Trading Books,

Trading Strategies) Forex Trading: PROVEN FOREX TRADING MONEY MAKING STRATEGY -

JUST 15 MINUTES A DAY (Forex trading strategies, Fx trading strategies, forex trading for

beginners): For Beginning and Struggling Traders Trading Forex with Divergence on MT4 (Forex,

Forex Trading, Forex Trading Method, Trading Strategies, Trade Divergences, Currency Trading

Book 2) How to become a consistently profitable forex trader: Revealed! The Easy Trading

Strategies, Forex, Forex trading for a living, Forex trading price action, trading psychology, trading in

the zone MT4 High Probability Forex Trading Method (Forex, Forex Trading System, Forex Trading

Strategy, Oil, Precious metals, Commodities, Stock Indices, Currency Trading Book 1) Forex

Trading: The Basics Explained in Simple Terms (Bonus System incl. videos) (Forex, Forex for

Beginners, Make Money Online, Currency Trading, Foreign ... Trading Strategies, Day Trading Book

1) FOREX Trading: A Simplified Guide To Maximizing Profits, Minimizing Losses and How to Use

Fundamental Analysis & Trading Techniques to Thrive in a Bear ... For Beginners, Forex Trading

Strategies) Day Trading: Make Hundreds Daily Day Trading One Hour a Day: Day Trading: A

detailed guide on day trading strategies, intraday trading, swing trading and ... Trading, Stock

Trading, trader psychology) FOREX TRADING: The Basics Explained in Simple Terms (Forex,

Forex for Beginners, Make Money Online, Currency Trading, Foreign Exchange, Trading Strategies,

Day Trading) Trading: The Beginners Bible: Day Trading + Options Trading + Forex Trading + Stock

Trading Beginners Guides to Get Quickly Started and Make Immediate Cash with Trading

TRADING: Basic, Intermediate, Advanced and Tips & Tricks Guide to Crash It with Day Trading -

Day Trading Bible (Day Trading, Trading Strategies, Option Trading, Forex, Binary Option, Penny

Stock) Day Trading: Trading Guide: Make Money on Stocks, Options & Forex (Trading, Day

Trading, Stock, Options, Trading Strategies) The Black Book of Forex Trading: (w/ Bonus Video

Content) A Proven Method to Become a Profitable Forex Trader in Four Months and Reach Your

Financial Freedom by Doing it (Forex Trading) The Simple, Battle-Tested, Algorithmic Forex Trading

Strategy: Master the dark art of profitable forex trading even if you have never traded a single dollar

or lost thousands in hobby trading FOREX Trading Log: Trading Journal for forex, FX, or currency

market traders Day Trading Forex with Price Patterns - Forex Trading System Forex Range Trading

With Price Action - Forex Trading System The Consistent Trader: How to Build a Winning Trading

System, Master Your Psychology, and Earn Consistent Profits in the Forex Market Investing for

Beginners: An Introduction to the Stock Market, Stock Market Investing for Beginners, An

Introduction to the Forex Market, Options Trading 
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